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Lindner Building dedication

New
dorm
proposal
By Tim Cahill

The Xavier Newswire

By Deena Calabrese

The Xavier Newswire
. The expansion across Xavier's campus can be seen in all areas of sh1rlent,
tacutty and administrative life. The ·
process is long, but with the official .
· dedication of the Carl H. Lindner and
Family Physics building on Oct. 30,
Xavier tak_es a giant leap forward in
development.
·
Over 150 people attended the dedication ceremonies, a tribute to the major benafactor, Carl H. Lindner. Part of
a multi-million dollar Science Center
project, the new 'home to the physics
department provides science students
with state- of-the-art equipment.
"As a student and a science major, I
would like to thank everyone who was
a part of the development of the science
.•center," said Jennifer Verkamp, president of Student Goverment Associa-.
tion, during her address. "For many
science students, these buildings are a
home aw?y from home. It is where we
spend a majority of our time and learning."
George E. Castucci '59 BSB~, master
of ceremonies, said, "80 percent of all
natural science graduates at Xavier are .
accepted to medical of dental schools.
Nationally, only 45% of these students
are accepte4-a truly incredible statistic."
.
Xavier President Rev. James E. Hoff,.
S.J., said, "We have taken Xavier's
strong physics program and made it
stronger. Xavier's tradition in the field
of physics is outstanding. Now the
department has a new home, a teaching
and learningenvironmentmatching the
quality of the department."
:
·"Today we commend Carl Lindner
for his leadership and generosity. Your
contributions will be felt for generations to come," said Hoff.
·

November 6, 1991

About three weeks ago, the university brought in a Boston contracting
company to begin citing possible loca·tions for new hou_sing at Xavier.

· ,.,_. ·•:o··.·For··the·most~art, ·the agency only

made generic and tentative recommendations to the university; however,
Xavier administrators hope to have the
project completed by the end of the
next fiscal year.
This year there are more students
living in triples than ever before. According to Anne Massaro, the director
for Residence Life, "We are overcrowded, and we would like to be able
to give students as .many options as
possible."
Earlier in the year, the Board of
Trustees formed an ad hoc student
housing committee to review all of the
circumstances involved in the housing
situation.
Based on projected enrollment rates,
the committee felt that the university
needed more housing opportunities for
the students.
Jennifer Verkamp, President of Student Goverment Association, Rev. James E. Hoff,
''The right thing to do hereat Xavier
S.J., President of Xavier University, and Carl Linder, whose name was given to the
is
to
create more housing. Living in a
new physics building, dedicated to him for his generous donation to Xavier's Cornerstone
triple is not an optimal situation," said
Campaign.
L--.;_-=-----------------------~---' Richard Hirte, the vice president for
Financial Administration.
Students around campus feel that
the university should make concerted
having an influence in violent behavior. efforts to bringing these plans for inBy Heather Sodergren
In this presentation, Gudorf will creased housing to a reality.
Brad Beeber, a resident assistant in
The Xavier Newswire
discuss her ideas on various approaches
to the question "Are women less war- Kuhlman Hall, said, "I feel that there is
Earthbread and Pax Christi will like and violent than men?" She will a definite need. Admissions are on the
sponsor a presentation on Wednesday, address this question with biological, rise and unlesssornethingisdoneabout
Nov. 6 at 5:30 p.m. at the Dorothy Day historical and psychological evidence.. it, the overcrowded conditions are goHouse. .
She will also discuss the nature v. nur- ing to get worse."
· This presentation will be given by ture theory and illustrate the influence
Beeber also made the point that,
Dr. Christine Gudorf, a professor in
the theology department. In this pre- ·
-PEACE continued on
-DORM continued on
sentation, "A Feminist View on Peace,"
., . page 2
Gudorf will address the concept of sex page2

''A fenlinist view on peace''
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How successful is the Common' s Hour?
instructor, has attended the
discussions·
concerning
By Tim Coyne
"Xavier:
How
Do We Fill
The Xavier Newswire
Our Mission?" and has
It is calledCommons Hour, and found it to be "interesting"
it lasts from 10:30 a.m. until noon and "worthwhile."
every Wednesday morning, givAccording to Connell,
ing students one hour and half of· faculty participation in this
free time which can be spent any program has been good.
way one sees fit.
Most teachers who particiThe Commons Hour is new this
. yearatXavier. As Dr.Joan Connell, "The Common'sHour
vice-presiderit for Academic Af- is imporlflnt. I hope
fairs, said, "The Commons Hom;. the majority of the
gives the faculty an opportunity to . faculty would parshare ideas, attitudes, beliefs and
ticipate · As for the
opinions with each other on an artime, well; important
ray of topics which they might not
normally discuss.''
events deserve prime
time."
Topics for discussion include
suchsubjectsasfeminism,cultural
-Dr. /oati Connell··
diversity, varieties of meditation
andethicsinbusiness. Topkswere pate have echoed Todd's
established by a faculty vote. ·
·sentiments.
Each Wednesday small w.oups
There are, however, a·
of about five to 20 teachers repre- group of faculty members
sentirigacrosssectionofdisciplines - who have chosen not to atmeet in a designated room where tend' the round tables for
they proceed wilh an informal. various reasons including
round table discussion of their scheduling difficulties, lack
topic.
of interest and need for an
_Mr._~illi~}'odd, chemistry lab · extra hour and a halfof time;

Connell sees the objections to
the Commons- Hour and re- plied that, "The Commons
Hour is important I hope that
the majority of the faculty
would participate. As for the
time, well, important events
deserve prime time.".
Howcanthestudentsspend
this prime time? ·Dave
Coleman, director of Student
Activities, has assured the responsibili ty of being "the
keeperoftheCommonsHour,"
and has found little difficulty
in programming activities.
The Xavier lecture series
will give students the opportunity to hear the likes of
Adrian Cronaur, Mike Farrell
and Rev. James E. Hoff, S.J.
Peace and Justice, University
Ministry and various dubs are
planning .or have presented
programs.
·The Student Activities
Council (SAC) has sponsored
"TheWorld'sSmallestCircus"
and the ultra-successful club
day on the mall. The Commons
Hour has also been used by
Career Planning and Place•

ment, individual departmentsand clubs for meetings.
Student response to commons hour has varied. Senior
Matt Griffin does not like the
extended Monday and Friday
class. Sophomore Karla
Patton likes the idea of
Commons Hour and finds
herself working in the SAC
office or at the SAC events
every Wednesday morning .
Some like the extra time to
study or grab a bite to eat
while others, especially com-.
muters, complain that their
schedules are disrupted by
this free time.
Connell hopes that the
Commons Hour will help
Xavier's faculty to continue
to grow intellectually. "An
enriched, exciting, and dynamic faculty will create an
atmosphere from which all
will benefit," said Connell.
The Commons Hour is
here to stay. So, every
Wednesday morning, a·n
have an hour and a half of
free time to use any way seen
fit.
.
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WE'.1 L PAY You··1a ooo~ .
~ . TOWARDS ' . .·
YOUR DIPLOMA.
You can earn more
than $13,000 during
a standard Army
Reserve enlistment
... and another
$5,040 if you qualify ·
for th~ Montgomery
GI Bill. .. plus help in
paying off a qualified
student loan up to
$10,000.
. .
.. .
You'll usually
serve one weekend a month plus two weeks'
Annual Training. And you'll serve with an
Army Reserve unit handy to your campus..
Over $28,000 towards college_:for parttime service.

Think about it.
Then think about us.
And call today:

684-3247
BE ALL YOU CAM BE.

ARMY RESERVE

.:·: ~OQRM, .fro~:
page l,
"when you have more students, it leads to louder
conditions on the wing and·
also leads to more roommate conflicts."
Whether the housing
will be apartments or
dorms is yet to be decided.
Hfrte said that the agency
interviewed a variety 9f
students to find out what
they liked or disliked as far
as living arrangements go.
Hirte indicated that it might
include the best of both
worlds.
Beeber, whowasalsoon
the panel of .students.that
gave input to the agency,
said that student opinions
were giveri on such issues
as whether housing should
include community bathrooms or a suite style arrangement as in Kuhlman
Hall. "It's not just a matter"
of a place to put more students. You'regoingtoneed
a better support system,
which should include increased parking and. classroom space as well as larger
dining and recreational facilities. Itisabigstep,"5aid
Beeber.
·
Hirte said, "There are
some pretty exciting things
on the horizons. Details
such as cost and location
are still fuzzy. We are still.
in t~e .ear!Y..st~ges.:'

..

-.. PEAQE, from:
page l
of culture on.sexual attitudes
towards war.
Furthermore, Gt.idorf will
discuss cures towards subduing aggressive attitudes
towards war and sex. She
will address the idea that any
geneticorhormonaltendency
or predisposition can be
erased by cultural learning.
This is an idea not often dis.:.
cussed, and will shed light on
ways to control aggressive or
violent behavior.
"In light of the Gulf War, I
think it is important to look at
how we can be peaceful and
not be destructive and violent. Ihopethatalotofpeople,
both students and faculty,
come out to learn from what
will be an interesting and informative talk by Dr.
Gudorf," said Mike· Welch,
an organizer of the event.
Earthbread and Pax Christi
hope to continue providing
lecturesapproximately every
3 weeks, in place of the Vegout of that week, to accommodate students concerned
with issues dealing with social justice and ·peace. The
two groups hope to have either a professor,or some other
speaker from the Cincinnati
area, to come and talk to the
students. "We plan on continuing this program in the ·
future, so keep your eyes out,"
said Welch.
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Thursday, Oct. 31:. Four
· white, male resipence students reported to Cincin-.
nati Police that they were
asaulted near the intersection of Clinton Springs and
Reading Road between 10
pm and midnight. "I:he
students ·were. returning
from an off-campus party
when
they.
were
assaultedby 10 to 12 male,
. black teenagers. The students suffered minor injuries.

·•·

. Saturday, Nov; 2: At 3:49
am a smoke detector went
off on the fourth floor, west
wing of Husman. Cincinnati Fire Department resppnded. Kevin Hinkle, a
student visitingfromOhio
Weslyan University in
Dela ware, Ohio · was
charged with arson by .
Cincinnati Police for intentionally setting a bulle. tin board on fire.
Compiled by Colleen E. Hartman
.•
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The Ohio-Indiana Ranger
Challenge Competion was
held in Ravenna, Ohio on the
first to the third of November .
Eighteen teams of nine men
apiece competed in a series of
eight military skills
events.
· The Xavier Ranger
Challenge team (sponsored by the Department
of Military Science) took
first place in the
competion, beating the
rival University of Notre
Dame team.
Xavier had the highest consistent scores,
which put them well
ahead of such teams as
Ohio State University,
Purdue and Indiana
University.
The Rangers have
practiced an average of
15 hours a week to prepare for this competion.
ROTC Rangers in action at the Ranger competition.
The team consists of
sophomore
Mike
Gibson, juniors Bo Donohoo, vationalspeech. Lancaster told we are not finished yet," said
Mike Anlage, Jon Little, Scott Gillen how the Rangers Lancaster.
Hasslebach, Rob Blankenship, planned on defeating Notre
In three weeks the Ranger
and seniors Ron Sargent, Tim Dame, and Gillen said, "I hope team heads to. Fort Knox to
Leroux, and Nick Lancaster.
you 90."
com}:>ete in a nine mid western
1

The events,

sue~

as ,weap::

ons assembly and a ten-kilometerroad march, are tough to

--·--lllll'f•

" At the_ co~~Jiti~n, .~a vie~-~,"~ s.tat.e

went against Notre Dame in
nearly every event.
.

regi~nal. · C<?"nP~ti. ti.<_>n,

whichistheRangerequ1valent
to the sw~~t si~teen.
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Worldwide discounts on international
travel including air, rail, bus, and ferry.
Free or reduced admission prices to castles,
museums, theaters, cinemas, and accommodations. Includes basic medical insurance policy while overseas and toll free
worldwide 24 hour hotline to assist you
with travel emergencies.

STATE:

ZIP:----

For Expn11 Service C.U: (602) 95i-J157.
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College Democrats
restart club on campus
By Anne Markowski

The Xavier Newswire
On a campus that is generally conservative Republican,
a club of Democrats almost
seems obsolete.
According to Joe Booth,
treasurer of the newly reinstated College Democrats, this
is a major reason for needing
and organizing a group of
Democrats.
"We feel that there are a lot
of issues that are not being
addressed from both sides,"
said Booth.
As far as oppo~ition, i,t is
expected but not in a major
way. The Democrats feel that
as soon as students gain an
understanding of what
Democrats stand for, people
will becomelessapprehensi ve.
The main goal for the club is
to inform students abou.t
Democratic beliefs and standing on issues.
"A.lot of students may not
know exactly what particular
parties stand for, or even have
an understanding of the issues," said Booth.
Especially during the upcoming presidential election,
the club looks forward to exemplifying what a Democrat is
and what they stand for.
A major event planned by
both College Democrats and
College Republicans took place
on Oct. 23 during the Commons Hour. The groups
sponsored an open forum for
candidates running for city
council. The goal for the forum

Then and Now...

was to inform the students of
how issues are being dealt with
by both parties. "A lot of students don't have the time to
learn issues will be accommodatedby thisopportuni ty,"~id
Booth.
College Democrats are
looking forward to a successful year. "Right now the response isn't too great, but we.
feel as we· become visible,
people will start coming to our
meetings," said Booth.

"Often a person's decision of political affiliation is made for subjec. tive reasons rather than
objective ones. Hopefully, by establishing a
higher profile for both
(:ollege Democrats and
Republicans, people
will be more objective
in their political opinions."
-fonathan Herman
The College Democrat officers are President Jeff Miller,
Vice-President Jonathan
Herman and Treasurer Booth.
·They hope to make students
aware of political issues.
"Often a person's decision
of political affiliation is made
for subjective reasons rather
than objective ones," said
Herman. ·"Hopefully, by establishing a higher profile for
both College Democrats and
Republicans, and promoting
political awareness, people will
be more objective in their political opinions."

Photo 1: 1954, The Xavier University Band in a photo shot in the 1954
yearbook.
.
Photo 2: 1991, The Xavier University Band recently played for the "coming
down," of Dennis ''Wildman" Walker, who had vowed not to come down of the
WEBN billboard off of 1-71 South until the Cincinnati Bengals won a game.
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J\BCr's long distance savings plan can take yo.u to this location.

.~. . :P AT&T has always helped college students call the places they want to call. In fact, one of our
savings plans for off-campus students, the SelectSaver5M Plan, lets you direct-dial the one out-of-state area code

.. you call most -often.. For just $1.90 a month, and 12 cents a minute, evenings, nights and weekends. 20 cents.

a minute, weekdays~· D And now A'.f&T can take you to another place you've always wanted ·to go~ Just

·! ...
·=o:.· '• .....

. ·.. ~ ..

European rock concert. All you. have to do is fill out the coupon below. 0 So let us help you choose the

-

savings plan thats right for you. And then try your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your ears.

To sign up for an AT&T savings plan for off-campus students, call
1800 654-0471, Ext. 7437. To enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me"
. Sweepstakes; filloutthe coupon below.

-

•includes continental U.S., Alaska, Haw~ii, Puerto Rico a~d lhe U.S. Virgin Islands. Savings based on calls over 56 miles. Actual savings poienlial
depends on subscriber calling pallerns. Processing fee of $2.00 applies. Day rates apply from 8 am lo 5 pm.
©1991AT&T
•
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Mid-term grades
turn out to be a
disappointment
Professors not required to turn in grades Once again it is time for mid-term grades, and
once again many students see blank spots. Students need mid-term grades to evaluate how they
are doing all around academically. .
Professors. were supposed to hand mid-term
grades into the Registrar's office on Oct. 28: exactly
one week prior to the day stude1:1ts could pick th~m
up. As usual many professors did not turn them i~,
even though they are aware of this date months m
advance. The Registrar's policy says the grades are
due on such and such a date, but the policy is not
enforced upon the faculty.
Students have specific dates for papers, homework and tests that they have to meet, if not they are
penalized. Therefo;e, why ca1:1't professors get
grades into the Registrar? Unhke elementary ~r
high school teachers, college professors usually
have very few grades to average, making it even
easier to get in grades.
Students are disappointed when they do not
receive a grade, after they have put tjme and effort
into a class.
Somewhere within the structure of this university, a policy needs to be impl~mented. Whether
the policy comes from the Registrar, the deans or
the chairs of the departments, there is no excuse for
not providing stl.ldents with their grades.
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The dumb dog that knew too much
Just asl wrote the mental fourmilesfromwherewemet.
. end quotation marks on the For his littleJegs, that was a lot
slate of my mind; I saw some- · of steps. Andwhat'sevenmore
thing that resembled a 10 amazingisthatheprettymuch
·Matt
pound
Ballpark frank with four kept up a pace that a lot of nonAlander
short legs, two floppy ears, a runners would have problems
skinny tail and a snout looking keeping up. This dog had
at me. It was Dachshund.
earned my respect.
the~
So as I sat in my driveway
As
I
walked
past
it
(in
The Xavier Newswire
runner's handbook you never . with a strange dog looking at
want to run past a dog because me while .he was panting he
they might think you wantto brainsout,Ibegantowonderif
This past summer, my typi- play fetch with your leg), the this dog was sent fr~m God or
cal eight mile run had a little littledogstopped,gavemethis if th~ spirit of a long lost relatwist. The twist wasn't 5ome- quizzical look, slowly wagged tive was trapped inside of that
thing that's going to change his tail, and acted like he was hot dog body a~d was trying
the world or anything, but it .. going to run away.
. .
to tell me something. So I ofjust made me think forat least
I resumed my running pace. · fered the dog a dish ofwater,
a few minutes..
.·
I looked back to see where the .but he refus~d and ran away. ·
. I ha_ve yetto see that little
· Iwasaboutinthemiddleof ·dogwentandldiscoveredthat
therunandfeilintothetrance hewasfollowingmeaslflwas dogagain.
·'. ' .
that hypnotizes many runners. dragging his leash.
.
.·Now; if I can get this m!J~h
The humidity wrapped
I stopped to tell hirri to get meaning out ofa strange dog
around me like a wet wool lost. And he did, for a few that happened to follow me
blanket, the sun was low seconds. Then as soon as I home one night, thenOimagine
. .
enough to catch my eyes that started
running _again;. so did. . the_ larger le_ ssons. I c_ ould_ lear_n
were right under my baseball he.· .
· ·
from each of you. There are
cap,and the pace was moder- · I said to myself; "You can't lessc>ns to be lea med from evate but comfortable. ·
let this little snot. nosed dog erything, you've just· got to
.
I remember thinking to my-. Control your pace. If hefollows . have. a.· mind . that .is . open
· self, "This run _is nothing su- yo.u, then he follows you. Even ·eriough to acceptthese les5ons ..
per, just an everyday average if. he sticks right. behind ya a 11 · ·Live long and prosper, and
run with absolutely no_ th_ing . the .way home and finds out remember: think aboti t this
special to separate it from all where you live."
story the next time yo\l see a .
those other miles you've bee~
He followed me all the way hot dog. You'd be doing my
pounding o~t,·"
to· my front· door, which was friend proud.
'

.... -.·.
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Taking ad vantage of Cincinnati's
tradition in baseball at Xavier
By Billy Long
Guest columnist
"Why do· you think there
are so many good baseball
players coming out of Cincinnati?" .
I must have heard that
q~estionSO times. I was asked
that question by writers,
coaches and by other players
from New York to Los Angles.
You see, that's what I did, I
played professional baseball
for 10 years, after attending
Moeller High School and Miami University.
There isn't much to say
about. my five and a half years
in the minor leagues. Everything you've l:ieard is true, the
all night bus ride~ and getting
to a city in the middle of the
Texan desert, just iri time, to
hear the hotel manager say the
rooms won't be ready until
noon.
Great, only six hours to kill
intheonlyrestao/antintheonly
hotelontheonlystreetin town.
The traveling was bad, the
hotels were bad and the stadi-

urns were bad. The guys and around in baseball, I was sent ComiskyParkandinl990,was
the experiences were great.
to Buffalo in 1985 to play for traded right across town to the
After playing for the Salem the Triple A affiliate of the Chicago Cubs. Some of those
Redbirds in the Class A Caro- White Sox-the Buffalo Bisons guys I thought were so ''bad"
Jina League in 1981, I went to of the American Association.
turned out to become really
Amarillo, Texas in the Texas
In the middle of the year, I dose friends. For once I didn't
League for 1982:
was called up to the big league haveto.packeverythingupand
The Texas League has a team. What a disaster! It's not leave. It was just a matter of
beautiful reputation for severe as easy as it looks. ·
driving north instead of south.
weather condition and
1 was terrible, and it took "H-o-1-y Cow!"
neverending bus rides. You them exactly 16 days to send
I was still having trouble
could play a game in Amarillo me back to Buffalo to finish the with my knees after two opon Friday night in the snow year.
erations. Therefore, I finand play in the 100 degree
In 1986, again pitching for ished playing in June of 1991,
desert in El Paso the next day. Buffalo, I was hit in the face announcing my retirement
Man, it was fun.
with a line drive hit by Dave from the Montreal Expos and
In 1983, I went to Triple A in Martinez,
consequently from professional baseball. But
Las Vegas. Disaster .struck breaking a bone in my ·face. I'll never forget what I have
sendingmetofinishtheseason After six weeks with wires and learned.
back in the Texas League in _a few thousand dentist apThrough all of this I kept
Beaumont, Texas, where you pointments, I w·as pitching running into players and
· felt like you were playing un- again in 1987.
coaches from Cincinnati, you
der water from the humidity:
That was my rookie year in probably know some of them:
I spent 1984 in Beaumont the big leagues. WOW!
Joe Nuxall, Eddie Brinkman,
winning a lot of games and
Thebigleaguesaredifferent. Don Zimmer, Billy Doran,
losing a lot of weight. In the You travel first class, stay in David Justice, Buddy Bell,
winter of that year, I was in a the best hotels, meet people B!lrry Larkin and Ken Griffey,
seven ·player ·trade, sending youalwaysdreamedofplaying Jr., to name a few. You know,
.. four of us from San Diego to against and play iil the most just the "average neighborChicago (White Sox). It was beautiful stadi urns in the ·hood kid.s playing ball," pr at
· least they used·to be.
.exactly the kind of break I . world;
needed. In keeping with the
I spent three seasons with
Ican't explain why all those
endless amounts of moving the Chicago White Sox in old playerscameoutofCincinnati,

Recycling results in less waste
ecosystems for aesthetic and nomical. Because of the speed
scientific purposes. Owls are of unsustainable logging, inost
only a part of the reason for old-growth trees are gone and
preservation. And since these ... only saplings remain. At curAnthony
lands areowned by the public, rent rates of harvestingi logand if the majority of U.S. citi- ging is going to be forced to
Haefner
zenswanttopreservethelands slow simply because these insimply for aesthetic purposes, dustries are going to have to
then it is their right.
wait some ·200 years for the
Newswire columnist
Second, job loss is also oc- · .saplings to mature.
The second problem is that
curring due to other factors.
Automation and exports to Ja- the trees replant.ed are moMostof ushaveheard of the pan is estimated to have ere- nocultures of species best
spottedowlcontroversy. Tim- ated a'loss 0(16,000 jobs.
suited to logging interests.
The ForestService (FS).and Withthesemonoculturescome
ber industries try to present
the situation as cut and dried, dureau of Land Management .pesticides to control diseasein that if people want owls to (BLM), who manage most of carriers since it is only one
be preservE:d, jobs are going to the public la.nds, favor timbf;r species of trees planted and a
be lost. .But the problem is intereststhroughsubsidiesand single disease can wipeoutthe
much more complex.
. road-building for loggers. entire crop. With pesticides
First of all, because logging Timber sales through these come insects being wiped out;
has already eliminated all federal agencies are severely with these gone, mammals eisizeable stands on private below cost. According to a ther die off or migrate because
lands, the industry has moved 1990 Office of the Inspector they lose their food source. The
to :public lands. These lands General Report, in Oregon whole ecosystem unravels and
include National Forests and alone, an annual 21 million the land becomes polluted due
Wildlife Refuges, and overall dollar.loss is occurring due to to the pesticides.
Business boo.ms come and
represent 2% of total U.S. land subsidies.
acreage. These lands are not
The FS does replant trees. go, and now, sfoce logging has
only owned by the public, but But two problems occur. First, cut the land dry on private
were set aside to preserve · the age difference is astro- property, these interests are

trying toenterpublic lands that
are supposedly refuges. We
can have logging on· public
lands at sustainable levels ..
Also, tree farms on private
lands are possible. But, the
major economic trend is recycling.
Recycling is the latest boom
and could save the majority of
jobs that are going to be lost
from
slowing
down
unsustainable logging. An
example is what is slowly occurring in several northwestern towns: Pulp mills are beginning to convert to recycled
pulp instead of pulp d~rived
from virgin wood. Pulp mill
interests are realizing that this
process is not only easier but
cheaper as well.
Another solution would be
to eliminate subsidies on loggers that harvest wood for paper which is the majority of
loggers. This would raise the
priceofpaperproductsderived
· from virgin wood. This action
would promote recycling, rec~cled paper and less waste.

but I do know some of those
neighborhood kids play right here for Xavier.
Cincinnati has proven itself
capable of producing big
· league ball players, and I think
I can play an important role in
that development.
With the structure of baseball in Cincinnati, the kids in
little league are exposed to
good coaching all the way
through high school. We need
to keep those kids in Cincinnati colleges,hopefullyXavier,
to expand on their, knowledge
to give them what they have
ah:Vays dreamed of- playing
the big leagues.
With the experience and
knowledge I've gained in professional baseball, I can help
the players here at Xavier improve their skills to be ready
for a chance at the next level,
while having a lot of fun in the ·
meantime. Xavier needs to be
first in that "Cincinnati tradi• tion."
Billy. Long is. now. a junior,
majoringirzpdliticalsciencewhile ·
volunteering his time as Xavier's
assistan(baseball coach.
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Dennis
Miller was
a disgrace
to Xavier

isolation, depression and
darknessand inner turmoil. At
times, we dip into both of these
worlds. Hopefully, sooner or
later, we find our permanent
home in the former world. My
commitment to you at Xavier
is to provide educational and
extra curricular experiences
that will enable all of us to find
our permanent home of light,
mutual love and support, inner
peace and deep-down happi-.
ness.

[On Friday, Oct. 251 I joined
many of you at the Third Annual
Homecoming
ComedyFest, looking forward -James E. Hoff, S.J.
to an evening of comedy and President of Xavier University
fun with Xavier Alumni and
Students. Whattranspiredfor
me was neither fun nor comedy. What I experienced was
an arrogant, sneering, vicious
assult on people and institutions packaged in second-rate
sleaze [by Dennis Miller]. I
saw a pathetic figure, alienated
andangry,discreditingtherest
of mankind. Hewasracistand
sexist_:really negative about
Continually, I am appalled
everything. His tone was obS<:ene,degradinS;dehumaniz- at'the ignorance expressed by
ing, an insult to refined sensi- certain Xavier students as I
bilities. I thought I was back in read, again and again, the Letjunior high dealing with pu- ters to the Editor concerning
bescentadolescentsoverusing homosexuality. Who are you,
recently discovered shocking. PatrickJ.Coyne[Oct.30,1991},
words attacking anything and to interpret Catholic doctrine?
everything in sight. Nothing Surely, you do not claim to be
wassacred,nothingseemedto more adept at this tack than
. have value and merit respect the Jesuits themselves? Mr.
except his own vulgar opinion. Coyne apparently believes
to
be
more
I left angry and embarrassed himself
that Xavier students and knowledgable than our own
alumni were subjected to this Fr. LaRocca .. Coyne is obvidark world of trash.
ously twisting Catholic beliefs
After the performance, I to suit his own dose-minded
spent some time reflecting, ignorance. If you want gosaskingmyself how this pathetic pel-"Let he who is without
figure came to his present state sin cast the first stone!"
of alienation and bitterness._
Where do any of you get the
What happened to him in his right to judge you peers? Per-'
· childhood? What did he miss haps you are living in some
during his formative years? pre-Vatican II wonderland, but
Had ·he ever experienced I have not lately· heard homo-.
warmth and compassion? sexualitycondemnedas"grave
What does his mother think of and perverse." The true perhis performances now? His versity lies not in homosexual
family mem~rs? In future behavior, but in yourown selfyears, would he give this same righteous and dose-minded
performace to his 18-year-old outlook. _
As for Sean Lally [Oct. 30,
daughter's or son's class?
Thenlthoughtofmyselfand 1991), che~k your calendarmy own life. All of us can live the Middle Ages have been
in one of two worlds. There is over for quite a while. ObVt·
a world of mutual support, . ously you have not learned
forgiveness, compassion, free-. much in your four years at
dom,deedsdoneforothersout Xavier. I would have hoped
of love, deep-down satisfac- that you had learned that
tion, light and peace. And there Christianity· teaches openness
is another wqrld of bitter hurt and acceptance of all God's
and hostility; cynical judge- creation.
ment, self-absorption and inIt scares me that a pers0n
differencetoothers,addiction, with such an outdated and

The

educated
should be
accepting

condescending outlook on ule, but so do many other
. church matters will be gradu- schools of the same caliber. It
ating from this university. is not the scheduling that is the
Undoubtedly, Freedman [Oct. problem but the conference of
16, 1991) has learned much which Xavier is a member.
more about openness and true Withasmallerconferencesuch
Christian attitudes in her one as the MCC (only six teams),
semester here than you have in more independent games will
your entire educational career. be filled by the "creampuffs"
Free will is indeed taught by and until the MCC expands to
the Catholic Church and, no, it 12 teams as it plans to do over
does not encourage us all to go the next three seasons this will
out and become sinful hedo- . be the case. It is these "creamnists. You missed the point. puffs" that got the Muskies to
God allows us tofollow our · the "Sweet Sixteen" in 1990.
personal conscience. Without (Dayton received the automatic
the idea of freedom of will, the bid.) The committee looks
Christian community would be moreuponthenumberofwins
ruled by self-importance im- in the W column than who was
played to accumulate those
beciles like youself.
•
[The Student Committee on wins.
·Yes, it would be nice to
Sexuality] is indeed a necessary
grouponthiscampus. It's time march into the arena of a great
for all the Coyoe's and Lally's powerhouse. But, what rational
to come down from·their high person would pay the expenses
horses and realize what is truly to go to a school two or three
happening. Wearelivinginan years in a row, play them on
extraordinary time-a time of theircourtandnotreceivegate
openess and a willingness to .and/ or concession revenue,
accept. That means accepting when at. the same time, they
all ofthose things that people could split two games (one
once hid and were ashamed of. home, one away) over two·
We can now freely and fear-. year period and make money
lessly come forward about such instead of losing it and at the
topics and express our indi- same time gain a tournament
viduality. Above all, now is bid. Pete Gillen, Jeff Fogelson,
the time to shed our prejudices and the rest of the staff .are
· and adopt a fresh view of the doing an excell.ent job of buildworld.
ing a great program here. In
time, the powerhouses will
-Louis J. Peters, Jr., junior come to play on our turf, but
until then, let's keep with what
is working in our favor .. Being
"One Hungry Team" is not
bad ... as long as we don't try
to-bite off more than ·we· can
chew.

Big schools
will play
-Duane C. Wolff, senior
against·
Laughing
Xavier in
at the
due time
Hawaii Loa, St. Leo's, ComedyFest,
Maryland Eastern Shore,
Bethune-Cookman, Niagara,
but not at
Lamar and Harvard.
What dotheseschools,ones
which Mike McDonough referred to as "cream puffs" have the ''chop''

in common? They all appear
on at least one of the schedules
McDonough calls basketball
powerhouses, (Duke, North
Carolina, Virginia, Indiana) as
well as other power houses,
·such as Georgetown, St. John's
and UNLV.
Sure, Xavier has a number
of "cream~puffs"
on the sched.' •"'
.• >.. . •
.

Ori tlie chop:
If these fans and organiza-

In other words, if you call a
boy/girlfriendsomepe.tnames
like "shnookie-lumps" and he/
she becomes uncomfortable
withit,doyoukeepitup? Let's
face it, the Chiefs, Braves,
Redskins, etc. treat Indians like
fictional characters with funny,
painted faces, feathers on their
heads and a weapon in their
hands a tall times. A simulated
chop accompanied by a war
chant at the biggest events in
America's pasttime only reinforces the stereotype.
The Atlanta Braves and
other supporters oft he "chop"
have chosen to ignore the feelings of the Native Americans
and "compliment" them in a
way that they abhor. Also,
[Colleen E. Hartman, Oct. 30,
1991] implies that A.I.M., or.
the American Indian Movement, needs to get in touch
with their heritage.
. Thismayseemwayoffbase
to you, but I think that,A.I.M.
has a little better ide~ of who
they are and what 'they are
about than- a middle-class,
Anglo-Saxon student at a con~
· servative, private university.
All the research available on
the War of i812 and on helicopternames adds to nil when
compared to real-life experiences. ·

On the ComedyFest :
The problem with this event
was not that either comedian
"laid eggs," the problem was
in scheduling these two styles
...
together.
..
.
Alex Cole and Dennis Miller
are completely .opposites in
their presentation of comedy
and in their ideas of what is
"funny."· If you thought Cole
wasfunny,youprobablyhated
Miller and vice versa.
Personally, I thought Cole's
humor was nothing more than
a re-run of things I've heard on
"Comic Strip Live" a thousand
times. The Newswire and .the
majority of the _student body
apparently find jokes about
toilet lids slamming on a little
boy's genetalia (which Cole
presented) t() be real kneeslappers. Miller, on the other
_hand, was intelligent, topical,
and witty--an approach· the
college crowd SHQULD. find
refreshing. Miller's ramblings
on personal beliefs was, as I
recall, applauaded, and I applaud the SAC for having him
here.

tions are, honoring our Native
Americans with the "tomahawk chop" and their team
names, then why are these very
groups so disrespectful in regard to the dissatisfaction felt
and voiced by the Iridian culture in how they are "honored." · -Daniel A. Leesman, junior
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X sets record for victories
u

·Lady· Muskies sharpen Razorbacks
By Emmett Prosser

The Xavier Newswire
If anyone still doubts·that
the Xavier women's soccer
pro~am is~'t one of the top
teams in the country, they
should-take a look at their
record.
The Lady Muskies held off.

Photo by Ellen Bird

Freshman Tara Riffle blocks off a
defender as she prepares to pass the ball
off to another Lady Muskie.
Arkansas goalie came out of
her goal too early. Freshman
Tricia Feldhaus was credited
with the assist.
Ervick Jost her shutout, and

her bid fora Xavier record, late
in the second half, when a shot
went over her head into the
net .. It was too little too late

however, and X had beaten
another fine team.
"We played one of our best
games of the year," said Miller.
"It's always nice to see your
team finish strong," said
Schuerman.
With seven freshmen starting, there were a lot of question
marks early in the season, but
this team knew how to get the
job done.
"We had enough physical
talent to win early in the year,"
said Schuerman, "When we
started to play together, we
really did some damage." ,
"I'm honored to. play with
so many talented players," said
Miller.
Things will only get better
for X. "We have so much talent
on this team," said Tombragel.
"A lot of us have three more
years to play together."
With all the freshmen and
sophomores on the squad, the ·
future. looks bright. Coach
Frank.Zuccala is slowly build-

ing a national power.
"The potential for this team
is awesome," said Schuerman.
"I'm not ready to quit."

Volleyball set for winning season
By Lena A. Ina

The Xavier Newswire .
Winning has become a habit
for the women's volleyball
team(26-6) this season.
Xavier's
defeat . of
Georgetown· (Ky.) College
Wednesday night set the pace
for a 4-0 week, as X also
downed Niagara University,
Canlsius College and the University of New York at Buffalo.
~~~~~g,g::;,;;:=:;,;:,,;,;;:==9
The Lady Muskies battl~d a
FRIDAY NIGHT BOXING toughGCteamtoa15-12,15-8,
· Xavier vs. Iowa State,
15-9 win. They controlled the
Miami & Ohio University tempo for the majority of the
match with powerful offense
Date: Nov. 8,
•
8
m
and
defense. Except for the
1me:
p
••
T
Place: the Armory
third game when GC took a 7L_..:..__ _ _-'-----=== 1early advantage, x pl~ed as
unit.
XU Basketball is back! a focused
"We played good defense
, tonight, except for that one
l )pl'n '>LTimm,igL'
period," said sophomoreG wen
llir ..,tudcnh nnlv
Zang. "We realized we were
~!,1111 dunk l·linlL''>l ltilluws .losing and had to come back.
·.once we started going, we were
I ht1r'>. :'\.p1. 7. "i p.rn
able to pull out the win."
~l hnudt I 1L·ldlH>tt'>l'
The team was lead by junior
Don't miss it!

Mary Nock and freshman with fire in their eyes."
Missy Hathorn with 10 digs
The team was motivated in
apiece. Zang and freshman all three. games. The only
.Kim King had 10 kills each, problem came in the second
and junior Jennifer Nunn had game of the Canisius match.
27 sets.
"I didn't say anything after
''We did what we had to do thatlossbecauseitdidn'tcome
tonight, and won," Head Coach from X' sand O's," said Dea ton.
Floyd Deaton said.
"Itwasamentalandemotional
The team traveled to Buffalo match, and theylostsomeconto face three teams of'which it centration [in the game].
had little knowledge.
"It was something I stayed
"We really didn't know out of. They had to, and did,
what to expect because they're correct it on their own, which
from a different region of the is a sign of their learning."
country," said Deaton.
The team comes home for
Because they didn'.t know the last time Tuesday night to
what to expect, the Lady playWestemKentuckyat7:30
Muskies had to "make adjust- p.m. This weekend· X comments on the fly." And they petes in the DePaul Tournadid, defeating NU 15-6, 15:::J2, . ment against conference foe
and 15-9; CC 15-2, 9-15, 15-3 Loyola. (Chicago), DePaul,
and 15-1; and VB 15-5, ·15-4 UniversityofWisconsin-Creen
Bay and R~tgers.
.
and 15-8.
The verbalcommentsacross
"These are all forirndable
the net from these teams was teams who have played
enough to motiv~te the Lady to~gher com,reti.tion than
Muskies to play well.
we ve played, said Deaton .
"Talkischeap,"saidDeaton. "But we know we're capable
"We play better when moti- 'ofbeatinganyone. Rightnow,
~ated, and our girls came out it's put up or shut up time."

E • X • T .,E • N • S •I• 0 • N • S
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"People are dyillg io getfn, and you'll never runout of business."
"It's just part of the service,"Staton
said.
The Xavier Newswire
Senior student Annette French is a
fourth generation mortician and be~
. Peggy Sheets lives in a funeral lieves the work is a valuable service
home and prepares dead bodies for . that'sappreciated whenit'sdonewell.
burial, but she's not a Halloweenleft- Not all funeral directors are the same,
·
·
over or an Elvira wanna-be; She is a · she said.
Cincinnati College of· Mortuary Sci- . ."Families can ask nearly any kfud
ence (CCMS) studentattending of question and we have to have an
· classesattheschoolhousedinCohen answer," she said.
Center.
Brad Zer:kel is not from a 'funeral
One of five women in the fresh- home family, but grew-up cutting
man class and among the stud.ents the grass at a local funeral home in ·
who board and room at local funeral native town Lima.
"First I cut the grass and then I
homes in exchange.for work experi.,.
ence, Sheets often gets puzzled looks started going on body removals," he
and questions when she explains her said.
career choice.
Zerkel is combining mortuary sciHearses at Cohen Center basement mortuary.
"I've been an autopsy research as- ence with his current degree in psy·The CCMS often embalms bodies
sistant at local hospitals for the last chology, believing them to be a good isnotworriedaboutviewingdeathfo
two years and I just developed the mix.
a matter-of-fact manner. He believes, that"have been donated to the UniHe said funeral directors are in the as a mortician, he will appreciate life.. versity of Cincinnati School· of
interest in mortuary science," she
· says, adding that her ever-increasing business of helping people in a des- even more.
.Medicine; he said. The Other bodies
knowledge of anatomy has recently perate time and heed an understand. Bob Schmidt of Milwaukee, Wis., used for student !,earning come from
sclid the CCMS curriculum is tough. local funeral homes; . ·
·
spurred intere~t in medical school.
ing of human nature.
·
Sheets is one of about 100 students
Understanding is a key in success'- He and his senior classmates agree
Flory e_xplains CCMS is the only
who· must· successfully· embalm 20 · ful funeral home operation, said Erk it's "no. cakewalk" but feel the pro- private mortuary science. college in
bodies in the Cohen basementmortu- Davis of New Jersey, also an heir to a . gram prepares them for the demands the nation regionally accredited at
.
the bachelor's degree level.
ary lab as one requirement to gradu:.: fimeralh~mebusiness. Buth'.eiSquick of the career.·
Along with studies iri. the Social ..·. Olµoistheorilystai:ethatcurrently
ate as licensed embalmers and fu- tolighten".'upwhenthemoodisright.
neral directors. .
· .
Davis and his fellow students are Aspects ~'of. Death, Mortua:rJ' .Law,·· reqtiires a bachel9t~s degree in mor-.
The hearses can often be seen out- well-versed on the usual cliches abOut PsycholOgy ofGrief and History of tuarysdencetoembalm: He predicts
side Cohen delivering the day's as- thefuneral business, "People are dy- Funeral Service, anatomy and chem-: that some other states will soon foling to get in," and"You'llnever run istry, students neeq some artistic tal..: low suit.· ·
signments.
.
·
·
. , •. . .
Students, like Mike Staton of War- out of business." But when working ent as well;
·
·
.
Established'.h'\'1882 in downtown
ren, Ohio, have no problem with the with real-families experiencing grief·
Restorative Arts tests.theii ability ..Cincinnati, CCMS has rented space
over a loved one, the students say to reconstruct a finished.head from a from Xavier since 1980 and moved
bOdies and the embalming tasks.
. "I. grew up in a funeral home. I they take their work very seriously .. plastie. skull using a hot wax tech:· to Cohen four years ago.
thought everybOdy lived with dead
Senior John DeJeu ·sees the» niqueanda photograph as themoqel.
· Although CCMS isa separate, pribOdies," he said. ·
mortician's role as a combination, . Dr; Dan Flory; ~ollege president, vate, non-profit foundation operatStaton, like about 50 % of his class- grief counsclor,manager,community said the funeral business is changing ing as a college, its students are part
mates, are preparing to carry on the leader, businessman and support and directors today need to know of the Xavier campus at-large and
family business. These students are person in tirrie of loss:
.
· . aboutbody, organ and tissue dona- mayparticipateinsports,usetheuninot faint-hearted when it comes to
DeJeu; of Toledo, who left a bank- tions and offer creative funeral plans versity facilities and join in the activiing career to enter mortuary science, individualized to family needs.
preparing cadavers.
ties. ·
·By Christine Wright ·

Covering altaspect of college life

Non-traditionaJs.subject atnational convention·
·tise and perceptions, to help others sur- . ·sible job advancement sends students
vive, achieve, and advance in an envi- back t.o school," said Marla Lord, Garronment· where threats. to· freedom of den City Community College. .
According to statistics non-tradiSix members of The Xavier Newswire
tion~! stUdents are. making up rriore
attended the 1991 National College·
than40% of college.population nationwide.·_
.
.
..
. ..
..
Media Convention.
This. year's 67th Associated College .
"These stud en ts .return to college full
Press and the 37th College Media Ad· of wisdom since they are older,". Lord
visors convention was held in Denver,
said.
·
·
Colorado.
·
·At Xavier, non-traditional students
Over 1,600 ACP's and CMA's atmake up almost half of the. student .
tended the four day convention. This
population.
· v
· ·
is the largest college media meeting in
But the question was· brought up
the nation.
·
·
how does XU non-traditionals want to
This year's program at the mile high
be covered? ·
. .
city featured more than 200 sessions expression are increasing;
All agreed at the closing of the sesandanimpressiverosterofoutstanding
One interesting session was Includ-. si~n, that yearbooks_ a_nd ·university
·professional journalists, student editors, · ing the Non~Traditional Student in the_ newspapers need to broaden their cov· managers, faculty and staff advisers.
Yearbook and University Newspaper. erage .to include non-traditionals as-·
·· Thesejournalistsshared.theirexper"Usually divorce, wido>~s; or pos- pects of life.
By E.S. Wadlington III
i:Jie Xavier Newswire
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HOOPia, the new publication of The Xavier Newswire for Men's Home
Baskeball games, is coming soon. This publication will be passed out on
campus and at the Cincinnati Gardens. The publication will preview
·
nine of the Musketeer's home games.
Each issue will include:
Columns by Head Coach Pete Gillen, WLW'sAndy MacWilliams,
The Post's Todd Jones, Xavier Basketball's Mark Poynter and The
Newswire's Mike DeAloia and Emmett Prosser.
. A Men's Collegiate Basketball top twenty compiled from the selections of the Media including, WlW's Andy MacWilliams, Xavier
Basketball's Mark Poynter and Assistant Coach Dino Gaudio, The
Newswire's Duane Wolff, Emmett Prosser and Lena Ina·and Dick Zunt of

The Cleveland Plain Dealer.
As well as up-to-date statistics, profiles of your favorite pl.ayers, notes
from around the MCC, a weekly w.omen's basketball update and
previews of the Musketeer Home Game

..

Look For it in the University Center or At the Gardens

,.

, ... ·.·;··.··
'"

.

.

·Tlze NW$ittl.re.is pffe;ti11g fl'ee classifieds to stu-

(f~J;t.t~ ,facµ.lty a.nfif staff .····iij. the November 13·issue
Wtth.~he.purc:J:tas~o£ a classified in the November

· ~O i~sU.e .at th~ off campus classified rate.($5.00

· ·· · · · ..· lll.in. 0.25 cents per word)
Call 745-3130 today.to pla~eyottr.classifie.d.
· <'1\.lI.~i~ssifi¢~·.qt4st meet Newswire advertising·
.. ' / .. ... . e.Ql~~y .a.rid 'h.e .prepaid~
.
.
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SAC activities spell relie[[or students

Avoid the asylum
results being a knockout.
The first event could prove
The Xavier Newswire
to be the first time that Xavier
If entertainment here at students will really want to get
Xavier keeps us from going into the cafeteria.
crazy from our studies, the
Club MTV will be shooting
Student Activities Council a show in the cafeteria on Nov.
(SAC) has plans to keep us all 15. SAC hopes that this one
out of the asylum.
will be a winner after all of the
SAC members spent the· trouble they went through to
weekendofNov.2, in Charles- get the show at Xavier.
ton, West Virginia, to repreOn Dec. 6, the very popular
sent Xavier at a convention local band Overdue will come
with more than 70 different back to Xavier.
schools and their respective
On Dec. 10, comedian Greg
activity councils. The Xavier Martin, who provides the voice
delegation received runner-up ofM.C.HammeronHammer's
honors as delegation of the Saturday morning cartoon
year, and faculty adviser show, will bring his talent to
Cynthia Bellenger won as new Xavier. His hilarious show
professional of the year at the includes i'mitations of several
convention.
celebrities including Madonna
However,most of the time and Michael Jackson.
over the weekend was spent
On Jan. 15, illusionist and
on planning activities for the psychic Craig Karges,·~voted
winter and spring, with the best college campusel)tertainer
By Pati:ick Coone~

for '91, will try to disillusion
the Xavier crowd with his fantastic display of illusion and
psychic happenings using total
audience participation.
On Jan. 24, the band Jerry
and the Juveniles will come to
town. Listed as one of the best
bands in the Midwest, their
show is descibed as very diverse with covers by such
bands as the .Rolling Stones,
. INXS, The Doors, The Cure,
The Violent Femmes and many
more. The band regularly plays
at the University of Michigan
and Notre Dame. SAC hopes
that this band will solve the
problem of suiting all of the
students musical tastes.
-Activities planned for the
spring are not yet final, _but
judging from SAC's enthusiasm, it should be another great
season. o( sanity inducing ~n:
tertainment. · j·

'

'Under the Stairs' horrific but humorous
By Sean Goergen

The Xavier Newswire
Wes Craven, creator of the
infamous "Nightmare on Elm
Street'' series, has done it again.
Through uncanny ways of
thought, Craven has created a
film from another dimension
of imagination. "The People
Under the Stairs," written and
directed by Craven, originates
an eerie but humorous feeling
of suspense that "Freddy"
never failed to provide.
Like most horror movies,
the plot is rather basic. A small
young boy named "Fool"
comes onto the screen in the
beginning of the movie when
he recognizes the trials and
tribulations that his family encounters. Withhismother sick
and his older sister preoccupied with troubles of her own,
Fool decides to tackle the
problem of finding the money
to pay the rent.
Unfortunately, Fool comes
from a family struck by poverty, and he is too young to
earn wages legitimately. The
young boy falls back on his
only ORtion and becomes a
member of the criminal class.
Little did he know that his career as an outla_w had bizaJTe
and unusual requirements not

listed in the application. For they come to the unpleasant
various reasons, Fool's first realization that the tenants of
burglry attempt becomes his the house have returned.
last.
From this point on, F(J()l beOnce inside the assumingly comes the target in a deadly
deserted destination for their game of dodge ball. By the
crime, Fool and his partner .seat of his pants, he avoids
Leroy encounter numerous psychotic torture by the evil
strange events taking place inhabitants, but he also learns
within the house. Not the usual the repulsive secrets of the
genre of mysterious creaks in house and the people under
the floors or a sudden ring of the stairs in the process.
the telephone to keep the au"The People Under the
diencea t the edgeof their seats, Stairs" takes you to another
but disappearing voodoo side of horror: side of gut
dolls, grotesque aromas and wrenching suspense. _
morbid moans from beneath
If you are in the mood for a
their feet.
confusing, psychotic, eerie, yet
To top off their stay at the humorous horror film, Wes
house from hell, Fool and Craven's new flick comes
Leroy are forced to hide when highly recommended.
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Royal Crescent Mob's
gonna knock you out
In the Halloween spirit, the
lead singer and bassist donned
platinum wigs and throughout
A girl with chameleon-like the show referred to one anhair gyrated toward me in other as Matthew and Gunar
some tribal thrash and Nelson.
screamed, ''I'd like to teach the
The Mob rocked and funked
world to sing in perfect har- through selections from their
mony[anotherflallingconvul- new album (noted by a local
sive· dance step] but if that musiccriticasoneoftheyear's
didn'twork,l'dtakethemtoa best) and accelerated the
Royal Crescent Mob show."
bouncing audience into a chaNooffenseCoca-Cola™, but otic tizzy with classic Mob
The Mob shouldn't need your tunes "Get On The Bus" and
corporate sponsorship or their infamous ~cover of
bazillion dollar ads, because "Rollcrcoaster." The audience
The Mob is 100% pure energy- drew even closer to mass hysdriven funk and roll.
teria when the band blasted
No,unlikesomebandswho LL. Cool J.'s "Mama Said
pedal sh~s with a dude who . Knock You Out," and AC/
has never won a grand slam DC's "Back in Black."
tennis tournament, The Mob. . For those of you who spent
still earns the moolah the old- .theeveningbobbingforapples,
fashioned way, on stage with The Mob vowed 'to return to
true entlmsiastic emotio,-t, gtit Boga.rts for
.~nnual New
and sweat, not through some Years Eve Bash: Forget Dick
professional image projection Clark, make plans now to
funkin' bounce in the new year
consultation firm.
The Mob held true to their . with America's funnest live
rootsagainonHalloweennigh~... ~and.
at Bogarts. Thisisa qncinnati · ......... · . . ,..................................· .....,
By Mick Clay
Contributing Writer

Oeforcf .9l.pts.
1005'Dana

.9l.ve.
-·Free Heat:

Hs

- Walk to Campus
- Air-Conditioning
- Cable Hook-up
-Parking.
Accepting Applications
$255 and up
~ ~

- ....

Manage}:
861-1054_

Office
474--0449

LAST CALL FOR

THE

BEST
Elf:
TffS
SbllEI

REGGAE

SKANKTOWN

Every Monday Jamacian Cuisine

PREP!

Get 9 weeks of the~nost effective LSAT preparation in just 2-4 weeks!.
Time is growing short, but you can still. t~1kc advimt;1ge
of ~tplan's special Compact LSAT Prep Course for the
December 7th exam.

Our First LSAT Compact
Prep Course begins:

It's not a cut version. It's the same number of hours of
live instruction - same number of classes - we're
Check your local Kaplan
simply offering them in the few remaining weeks before · Center for additional dates.
the test. So you have one last chance to prepare with the
1821 Surrunit Rd.
#I in test prep and atwin your highest possible score
Suite G-10
on the December LSAT.
· If you want to score your highest, don't let this
821-2288
opportunity pass you by. And if you feel you need more
time, check your local ~1plan Center's.free repeat policy.
STANLEY H. KAPLAN·
'lb enroll, just visit your nearest Stanley H. ~1plan.
EDUCATIONAi. CENTER I.TD.
Center, or enroll by phone: .· · ·

-- ------·--___......______ .... -'.---·-··-"""~"·····-·--··
1-soo~KAP-TEST.
_

l.

· .. © 1991 S1:111lc)' II; Kapl:111 t:.lm·;niun:il Cc111cr I.Id.

BLUE.LOU
AND THE ACCUSATIONS
. ,,
.

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 9

THUR. • Big Alice Hoskins & Unfinished Business
TUE. & WED • The Blues All-Stars
SUNDAY• H-Bomb Ferguson& the Bluesmen
FRI. • Phil Blank Blues Band

FRIDAY 5-8 • Happy Hour with Pigmeat Jarrett

MUSIC STARTS AT 10 P.M.
1 E. McMILLAN

(513) 721~~339
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Weekly Crossword
"PAIR"·A·DOX
ACROSS
44 ~pelunker's challenge
Woe ls me
45 Decay
5 .Parental admonitions 46 .FoUows Holiday or
1o··Belfry denizens
Qu;:iljty
14 London:e1evator
47 Coucerns
15 State ·
48 Trolley sound
16 So be It
50 Follows· Mar.
17 Jacob's twin
· 51 See 42 down
18 Allotted
54 Freshman bouncers
19 Nick &
Charles
(with 44 down)
20 Med. school topics
58 Tehran's country
(with 4 down)
59 No-no
22 Red flags (with 1o
61 Fencing sword
down)
62 Mr. Carson & others
24 Hoosier St.
63 Tear jerker ?
25 Rajah's wife
64 Barbecued treats
26 Pain's partner
65 Existence: Latin
29 For what reason ?
66 Lesotho monetary unit
30 100 Centimes
67 Highlander
34 Regrets
DOWN
35 Articulate
1 Actor Baldwin
36 Harass
2 Bart Simpson's sister
37 Md. 's ocean
3 Distant
38 See 25 down
4 See 20 across
40 Precedes "BLE": 3 ·
41 Ammo
5 Wanderer
43 Gerund ending
6 Oil cartel

2

7 _·_plck:Petty criticism
·
8 Street sign
9 Cartype
1O See 22 across
11 "To me" In Paree
12 Small sea gull
13 Hook
21 Outs antithesis
23 · Served breakfast again
·25 Poetic beverage server.
(with 38 across)
26 Middle East people
27 Prankster
·
28 Telephone word ·
. _29 Desert Storm for one
31 Fragrantfloral 011 ·
32 Chutzpah .
33 Montana Indian tribe
35 College ent. ·exam
36 Porker
38 ·Ms; Abzug
39 Actress· Margaret
42 · Motor Vehicle O~pts.
(with 51 across) . ·

.

.

·.--

.

1

I

4

I

I

4

B.y Gerry Frey

Ill. IT'S NEW!

3

52 "Exodus" author
53 Mild expletive
54 Chimney sweeps goal
55 Saga
·· ·
56 Mo&es' mountain .
. 57. Mk:l.:semester event
60 Coal storage place

44 See 54 across

46Mad
47 Computer Initials
49 Detroit's output ·
50 ·Make amends .
51 Word with mountain or ·
_ racing

II.
.

16" PARTY SIZE PIZZA

t-------~---~-~----,

16"
.
.PARTY
. ·. ·. .
..
SIZE
PIZZA
·. ·, .. , .
. . .· ..

II

·II

...

!
I

.

$6.99 .

·· 1
· Get a 16" Party Size Pizza with
II . :. . one topping . for only $6.99.
.

I
I
I

c

•
..

.

,

• '

·

®

Offer expires 12/15/91. VuHd at
pankipating s1orcs only. Not valid
with any other offer. Limi1cJ
delivery arei1: 10 Ci1stJrc save driving.

~---------~-----~-~

:

14" LARGE
PIZZA

·1
I
I

!

:
:I ·

I

!

$5.99
1

:
I

Get a 14' Large Pizza with
one toppirig for only $5.99.

I
I
I

•

L . . •.'

:
· :~
N
Offer expires 12/15/91. Volid ol
I
panicipating stores only. Nut valid I

with any other offor; Limited
delivery area 10 ensure save drivin~

®

--------------~---1

12" MEDIUM
PIZZA

NOBODY

·KNC)WS
,LIKE

®DOMINO'S."'

Ho\VYou Uke Pizza At Home.

I
II

!
_
1
. fo:,:~'.:.~;,~:·, '"' • !
__________________ ..
$4.99

396-7400

Get a 12" Medium Pizza with

3915 MONTGOMERY RD

1

:

one 10pping

L

•

•

,·

®

I

participaling stores only. Not valid
with WJY other offer. LintitcJ
delivery area lo ensure save tlriving. I

1,AUGHTER
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CH;.s!<ANil'f B•Yl . . TSL<M, 1'ROAS·
SATAN•M flotR...
F•NANC!fl' . TRi>.N.1s,44, ,./J:o, Tri~ H£AV1L.'r jo f11.uO EX-}
• QCAL S'r 5£/J.'IJG OFF' Nt\11 MHAI s l'f•~GE, f~""' 'PA/JS'10N l~fo NEW ~1\:
Yo~ 1iHffJ RCAL. ES'!Aft •. 1Hf1DDLJ E,4ST noJlo- · lt.t1S. SuT A ~ECf~·:I
T~EN 1~A£L P•T~ To- V•L'f lHAI f'o!Jf~fflJJ.'( fo~.5 •T C.ttAPTtR 11.
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,

1(/1:~ A L1vtRA6'P&iY· ~uOE~ AU. Tt/R.£AT!I 8oP9Hol-QeRS CoMPLAW,
ouT 11Nl'J 1Av..t~ "T"ffAI f!Yt"t THI!. e-A Si #..Vn1VE.Sit1 ~Saul~ A/ilD
C""~~'I' 1,1)~~.WtJJT. A}J'iJ Tij£ :w£'::.T.
GoToHLY I~ cN1rlt OOl.w.'!

STICKMAN

ANDY ·PETH
'

F!RlHOUol fl!YT/C6

0 1'R\ Anfy Pll!th

catendaR
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All announcements for the
weekly Calendar must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office on Ledgewood Ave. by
Friday, prior to publication,
by 5:00 p.m. Please direct
mail to Gary Wahoff, Calendar editor. Be sure to include
name and phone number.

November
The office of Intema~onal Stu~ent Services
1s sponsoring an
International Coffee Hour
from 3:30-4:30 p.m. in the
Romero Center. All are
invited for a taste of culture.
The Pre-Law Society is
having a speaker at its
meeting tonight at 8 p.m.
The meeting is in the Terrace
Room and all are welcome.

6

Commuter Services is
sponsoring a Success Seminar
on "Coping with Career
Change" from 4:45-5:45 p.m.
in the Regis Room.
''Vegout" today at the
Dorothy Day House. All are
invited to share in the food.
Earthbread has a meeting at
the DOH. Call for details.
Commuter Services
holds an Adult Student
Council _Meeting
from6-7 p.m. in the Commuter Lounge. Pizza and
pop will be provided. RSVP
to Diana Staab at"'745-3824.

7

CODA holds its meeting in
the Student Conference
Room from 5:45-7 p.m.
XUAA holds its meeting
from 7-8:30 p.m. in the Regis
Room.
Crew meeting in the OKI
Room at 9 p.m.

The Walsh Rifle Tournament
begins thistoday and runs the
next three weekends.

.
9

The Xavier Parents Oub
cponsors its annual
Turkey Trot Dance from
8 p.m. to midnight in the
Armory. Call 745-3161 for
more information.

PRSSA meets today at 5 p.m.
in the Kentucky/Indiana
Room.

The Honors House is sponsoring
a "Cookout and Dance" tonight
at 7 p.m. in the Honors House.

Catch a ride to Downtown
Cincinnati for the Queen
City's annual Light Up
Cincinnati. The hours for
Light Up are from 6p.m. to
midnight. For more information, call the Downtown ,,
Council at 579-3191.

Commuter Services sponsors a
"Coffee Brake" from 9 - 10:45
a.m. at the Commuter Info
Center with complimentary
coffee and cookies.

The Honors/Scholars department sponsors a "Night of
Poetic Enchantment" at 8
p.m. in the Honors House.

8

The Honors facultystudent social is at 4
p.m. in the Honors
House.

Chemistry 390 presents
Professor Bruce Bursten from
Ohio State University to ta!k ,
about "Molecular Orbital
Studies of Actinide Chemistry: Learning to Love fOrbitals."
The Xavier Art Gallery presents an
exhibit of ceramics by Priscilla
Hollingsworth and Photographs by
David Smith. Hours are from 1-5
p.m. Monday through Friday and the
exhibit runs through Dec. 6.

~,.
~·

lmJi!Jil1J

Get your $8 tickets to all
CYCLONES games at
LUMPY'S and we'll
drive you to and from
the·game FREE!!
Call 241-1978 and order
your tickets now!

The era of America's Civil War
will be re-created at the Taft
birthplace. Located at 2038
Auburn Ave., the exhibit will be

FRI
·Laser Karaoke NO COVER!!

open from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.
University Ministry is sponsoring a "thirty-something" Retreat
for faculty, staff and nontraditional students from 9 a.m.4 p.m: at the J,,oyola House.
There is no cost, but bring a·
potluck dish to share. Call 7453567 for more details.
·
SGAholds a meeting today at 2:30
p.m.
.
Today is Veterans Day.
Remember. those who served
for our freedom.

SAT
LIVE!-BUCK
FORUM
NO COVER!
411 West ~ete Rose Way

11

Commuter Services sponsors a

, "Coffee Brake" from4:45-6:45 p.m. at

•

241- CANE (2263)

12

.
13

There is a free luncheon for
History majors and faculty
·
from 10:30a.m.- noon. Call
"Coffee Brake" 4:45- ·631-4591 for information.
6:45 p.m. at the CIC. ''Vegout" at the DOH.
Financial Aid has an open House

the Commuter Info Center.

CLASSIFIEDS
Great house within walking distance
to Xavier. Great for 2-4 people.
Indudes Washer/Dryer. 621-7588 I
·352-0048.

'

Travel Sales Representative. STS,
the leader in collegiate travel needs
motivated individuals and groups to
promote Winter /Spring Break trips.
For information call Student Travel
Services, Ithaca, NY at 1-800-648-

4849.

UISE $500... $1000... $1500

IFOOLI
I~
;t•!•J ~
F< . . . . .m»

RAISING

For y'our fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.

Allo&un&J NO llMITMlllF llOUlllDI '

The Ne111Swirt is looking for ad
representatives and photographen
If Interested please contact Michael
DeAioia, General Manager C/0 The
XJWier NnJswire, 3800 Victory
Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207.
Call 745-3832 for more information.

Fi. Spring Break Trips, to students or
student organizations promoting our
Spring Break Packages. Good Pay &
Fun. Call CMI. 1-800-423-5264

Wanred Education major with strength in
English, to tutor 6th grade boy in our Mt.
Washington Home. $15.00/hr. 231-4948

Earn $2000. +Free Spring Break Trips.
North America's #1 Student Tour
Operator seeking motivated students,
organizations, fraternities and sororities
as campus reprcsentativc5 promoting
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona,.and Panama
City! Call 1-800-724-1555

FREE TRAVEL, CASH, AND EXCELLENT
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!! Openings
available for individuals or student
organizations to promote the rountry's most
successful Spring Break tou!5. Call InterCampus Programs
1-80().327..(,013
BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP WANTED,
. North America's Best Damn Tour Co. Only
H:Lile can offer you a Free Spring Break trip
for every 20 paid and a chance to win a
Yamaha Wavejammer. Join thousands of
other campus reps. Call now 1-800-26.3-5604.
Earn Fabulous free Spring Break
vacation while meeting new people
and earning cash. Work at your own
pace. Energetic, highly motivated
outgoing individuals needed. Call
Bob at Campus Holidays 1-800-6274791.

Financial Aid available immediately! Special grants program. Every .
·student is eligible. No one turned down. Simple application. Send name,.
address and $1 P&H fee (refundable to: Student Services; P.O. Box 22-4026,
· Hollywood, FL 33022.

1/,;J
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